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Besides, we are inept, incapable. What can we do? Build an
igloo? No. Carry a really heavy pack? No. Spear fish? No.
Not even women's work, for we are incapable of sewing hides
or boots, and undoubtedly we would ruin a skin if we tried
scraping it.
It is true that a part of this sense of superiority over the white
man is affected. I remember that I took Utak's wife to the
Store, to pick out of my stock of caribou hides a few to be sewn
up into socks. I spread them on the floor, and immediately
there came into her face a look half pity and half scorn. The
reason was not that the skins were poor: they had been carefully
chosen for me by the shrewdest woman in Coppermine. It was
that she had seen me on the trail, where I had stumbled, where
I had proved that I did not know how to tie their kind of knot
in the strips of sealskin of which their lashings are made, and
had in other ways displayed my ineptitude. As a matter of fact
the Eskimo takes it for granted that the white man does every-
thing badly. But he never interferes or gives advice, as we do.
Instead, he waits until you have done the job— lashed the sled,
for example; and when you have finished he comes calmly for-
ward, undoes your work, and does it all over again.
Down she went on the floor, then, fumbling the skins, scratch-
ing them with her finger-nail to have a good look at the fur,
folding them to see their thickness, chewing a corner to learn
their texture and soundness — and flinging them back with an
air of disgust as if to say, cHow can a man own such awful
hides!' Nevertheless, she went back over them again, con-
descended to pick out three, and carried them off to her igloo —
but not before having extorted from me a beautiful caribou
belly of the purest white, a chunk of seal-sinew (the nerves,
drawn out one by one, are used as thread), and two packets of
needles — enough for six months' sewing in her household.
In the course of a good many months in the North I came
upon three types of Eskimo. There were those of the west, in
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